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e develop some inequalities of the form 
where C = (V, E) is a sim ected graph (no loops or multi;lle 
edges), 7(G) is chromatic number, U(C) is tht: cardinality of a maximum 
clique and zr(G) is any non-negative integer-valued function that satisfies: 
(a, t?(G)= Q4 G) = o(G). 
(b) if n(Ga > 0 LJ E V such that n(G - (u)) C: n(G), where G - (u} is 
e subgraph of CT induced by 
Let iir(Cj be the minimum number of vertices that can be deleted 
from G to obtaird r(G’) = w(G’) in the subgraph incluced by the ver- 
eleted. Cfearly, IV(G) satisfies (a) anti 
function n[C) that satisfie? ‘a) and (b). 
e are interested in functions ~($2 (G), where r-a 
in G and its complement. cse functions ar 
d anti-holes in G containing at lease 7 vertices, By taking no(G) + 
II* (G) = 0 and using the fact r(G) 3 w(c’17 it is easily seen that (2) im- 
plies the ““if clause” of the conjecture. F rrdxrmore,(.:!) wi!l be shown, 
in a !gertain ss3nse, to be b,est possible for CC jnnzctcd gmphs iz the family 
af inequalities ( 1). 
f. From (a) thle lemma is ?rue for n& I = 0. Assume the lemr.la is 
for alI\ G such that n(G) 4 k. Considc : C such that n(G) = k + 1. 
) there exists v E V such that nC,C - {v):~ <. k = n(G) - 1, Let 
P’ w = G - (v]. By the induction hypothleC;, 
y(C) G o(G’) + ?Z(G’) . 
y(G) -- I G w(G) + n(G) - 1. 
or, equivalently, {1]1. 
A crude p;uticularizatian of ( 1) is obI;aIrued by considering tll (G), the 
mber of odd cyc~les in G. FCT bipartite graphs, u(C) = w(G) = 2 so 
is trivia1 to verify that q (C) satisfies (b). This 
is easily improved by considering n2 (C), tjlf: number of odd 
stes plus the number of triangles in G, since na(G) = 0 q(E) = 0; 
strict ineqdal y certainly possible. 
zql;\aIit ies are soi what interesting since the class 
s without triangles (w(G) = 2) contains graphs of any given 
owever, sharper inequalities can be derived 
more general 4asses of perfect grap@. 
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form2 two triangies, and n3 G) be the number qf m&I cycles of length 5 
fan taini exactly two chords, with the property that the two chods 
do not cross. Then . 
y(C) < o(C) + no(G) + !I1 (G) + Inin( fz3(G)) . 
Proof. We Sltrc~w that jr(G) = r2°G) t- 12* (G) + minbn*(C), n3(G)) satis- 
fies (a) and (‘5). tlvpothesis (b) is obvious since, ifn(G) > 0, it is always . 
possible to fernove a -ztex frogn an appropriate add cycle. For (a), it 
is sufficient to prove tha G) = 0 implies that (;; is perfect. Since an odd 
cycle with exactly one d contains an odd cycle and an even cyciic, 
NO(C) + ~2’ (C) = 0 implies that every odd cycle of G contains at least 
two chords. Suppose an odd cycle with at feast two chords is such that 
every pair of chords cross. Then n*(.G) + t2’ (G) = 0 implies that the odd 
cycte ccrntains precisely two chords and two triangles. Thus no(G) + 
~2~ (Gj + n2(G j = 0 implies that every odd cycle contains a pair of chords 
that c&o not cross. This condition implies that- is perfect [3,7]. 01-i the 
other hand, suppose an odd cycle with at least two chords is such that 
no pair of chords cross. Then #fG) + t2 * (6;) = C i:Tplies that there is a 
vertex of the cycle with the propert) that there ic a chord joining rt to 
every other not+djacent vertex of the cycle. Consequently, there is a 
cycle of length 5 containing exactly twd chqrcls anlj these do not cross. 
Thus pro(G) + tit CC) + 123(G) r= 0 implies that every odd cy&contains a 
pair of chords that cross. This condition also i:np%ies th:rt C is perfect 
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The inequality of Theorem 1 is strict for the in!Xte family of graphs 
shown in Fig. I. These graphs are comparability gq.hs and are known 
to be perfect [ 21; h.owever, nr (G) = 1. 
. 
Fig* 1. 
raphs the inequality of 
e n2-d erofo 
oaf. If G is planar, then rzO (G) = 0 im lies that C is perfect [ 81. 
S~T&UI~, if the perfect gmph conjecture were true. (2) would fsliow. 
(2) is considerably stronger than the inequality of Theorer 
anti-hole 01s 2k + 1 verticvclq (k 2 3) contains at least 2k + 1 
cyoie~ of length 5 with ~ex~tIy one chord. ‘This can be seen by consider- 
,an odd an t&hole on 2 4 + 1 vertrces i& E = {(I, 3), . . . . (1, 2k). 
(2k- 1, 3k+ 0 )). The subgraplj +duced by the vertex set + 0 
) . . . . i + 4 ) is shown in ’ Fir;. 2. 
it 
Fig. 2. 
aphs with suitabfy large cliques, (2) is the best possibk inequality 
nn ( 1,) in the sense of’ ihe fiAnwing t)reorem. 
3. For any non-negutive in te S: er nt = no (C) + n * (C: anti at2y 
m, there e,vdsts a grph szrcB2 b"hab (2) is art equality. 
or ytz = 0, (2) is an equality ~CA a lzomplete graph and for n2 = 1, 
r an odd anti-hole XI 2k + B vertices with w = i and 
2, the odd anti-h&z is J&O ah odd hole.) For ?M 3 2 
ntaining m -- I copies of /is (odd 
ant i-hole on 2p - 4rn + 5 vertices) 
is (connected to every vertex of each 
is connected to every 
--&2-e-2 ==p, 
Z. --I) id+ +&$m+s) =3(n1- 1) "p -- 2??I + 3 = f?2 +p. 
class of graphs wi o>t triangles, (2) ca 
-5’ > 
s . ,i+ SlO. . 
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“(C) = 0, 6 is bipartite ;~nd the inequality is obvious. For 
et PI’, H2* . . . . W’ bc all the odd hoics of G. From u(G:I = 2. 
it follows that there esists X = (v, , u2, . . . . up} c V stick that ui E Hi, 
i= I , . . . . p, atld for each 1 G i CI p, either Ui = pi+ 1 or (Vi, Vi+l) 4 E. The 
subgraph induced ,Y is bipartite and zherefore 2-colorable. The 
su bgrai>!a i nd uccd as no triangles and it can be shown that it is 
@$/Tjkmlorable.2 
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